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Includes 24 beautiful, well-known standards in keys comfortable for most female singers. The first class
rhythm section plays each song with special sensitivity and with the singer in mind, including intros that help
orient the singer to the first melody note. Special stereo separation allows piano playing vocalists to eliminate

the piano track and play/sing along with just bass and drums. The book includes lyrics written over the
melody notes, piano cues, and chord changes in C (Note: this book does not contain transposed parts for B-
flat, E-flat, or bass clef instruments like other play-alongs). Rhythm Section: Steve Allee (p); Tyrone Wheeler

(b); Jonathan Higgins (d).

It was released on 22 October 2002 and became the first in a fivevolume series. Ive been studying the
standard Have You Met Miss Jones and I came across a very interesting chord progression in the . Browse our

15 arrangements of It Had to Be You.

It Had To Be You

Find album reviews stream songs credits and award information for It Had To Be You 24 Standards In Singers
Keys Jamey Aebersold on AllMusic 2004. The firstclass rhythm section plays each song with special

sensitivity and with the singer in mind including intros that help orient the singer to the first melody note.
The Jamey Aebersold Standards for Singers It Had to Be You book and CDs have 24 beautiful wellknown

standards in keys comfortable for most female voices. American vocalist AJ Lambert granddaughter of Frank
Sinatra and . It Had To Be You Lyrics Why do I do just as you say? Why must I just give you your way? Why
do I sigh? Why dont I try to forget? It must have been that something lovers call fate Kept. Heres the thing
had you never heard of The Eagles and sat down to listen to this record youd not. ALL OR NOTHING AT
ALL half. The Jamey Aebersold Standards for Singers It Had to Be You book and CDs have 24 beautiful

wellknown standards in keys comfortable for most female voices. There are at least two artists by this name 1.
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